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stages in the Lord's return? Is there going to be one? Is there

going to be a rapture with 7 yrs. between? Is there going to be

a longer period? There are many future things like that on which
from

I think we can reach conclusions fairly well on the Bible, but

those conclusions are not one hundredth as important as what

God wants us to do today. That's the most vital thing for us

and a dozen times we are told in the NT, Watch, lest the Son

of Man when He comes finds you not ready for His coming. So

there is an important command to all people. Peter said, Are

you giving this to everybody or just to us the disciples. And

Jesus went ahead and said it was meant for all Christians, start

ing with the disciples. Now that command - a person not knowing

any Greek can look up in Y&ng's concordance and find there

that there are two Greek words used : grigorio and agrupne..

One of them in some of these commands and one in the other. Then

he can easily look up those words in the back, and see how those

words are used elsewhere in the NT. He will find that neither

of those words mean, "keep running to the door to see if some

body is coming; keep looking down the track to see if the train

is coming." They don't mean that at all; either one of them.

They mean, Be at the Lord's work, be wide awake, be vigilant,

be wide awake doing what He wants you to do now. That's what he

means. The way to be ready for His coming is to be wide awake

today and active in His service. Now anybody with no knowêedge

of Greek at all can figure that out very easily from Young's

Concordance. Now if a person knows just a tiny bet of Greek

enough to recognize the letters, he can use this book from which
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